DNA-only cascade: a universal tool for signal amplification, enhancing the detection of target analytes.
Diagnostic tests performed in the field or at the site of patient care would benefit from using a combination of inexpensive, stable chemical reagents and simple instrumentation. Here, we have developed a universal "DNA-only Cascade" (DoC) to quantitatively detect target analytes with increased speed. The DoC utilizes quasi-circular structures consisting of temporarily inactivated deoxyribozymes (DNAzymes). The catalytic activity of the DNAzymes is restored in a universal manner in response to a broad range of environmental and biological targets. The present study demonstrates DNAzyme activation in the presence of metal ions (Pb(2+)), small molecules (deoxyadenosine triphosphate) and nucleic acids homologous to genes from Meningitis-causing bacteria. Furthermore, DoC efficiently discriminates nucleic acid targets differing by a single nucleotide. When detection of analytes is orchestrated by functional nucleic acids, the inclusion of DoC reagents substantially decreases time for detection and allows analyte quantification. The detection of nucleic acids using DoC was further characterized for its capability to be multiplexed and retain its functionality following long-term exposure to ambient temperatures and in a background of complex medium (human serum).